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A beautiful late spring day - Seana Braigh from Strath Mulzie, by Mike Weedon 

 

 
 

s I write this blog at the end of June, I 

have no idea what restrictions we 

will be living under by the time you 

read it in August. At the moment it 

appears that we will be a little freer, 

we will be able to spread our wings, 

travel further and be able to meet up with friends 

and family we haven’t seen for months. Many of us 

have become accustomed to living within limited 

horizons over the last year and are struggling with 

life slowly returning to normal. The message is we 

must be kind to ourselves and be patient. We mustn’t 

try to do everything at once and we must allow our 

minds and bodies time to re-adjust and slowly 

reintroduce ourselves to the hills. 

Winter this year seemed to be never-ending; snow 

lay in Aviemore for seven weeks and many of the 

hills remained under a deep cover of snow well into 

May. Then suddenly spring arrived. The colour 

returned to the hills, wildflowers blossomed and 

there was finally some warmth in the air. In reality it 

wasn’t that warm, but the sun came out, the days 

lengthened, and the hills became alive with walkers. 

Many areas have been struggling to cope with the 

new-found popularity of hillwalking; there has been 

gridlock on the roads and in car parks and people are 

having to queue at some of the Munro summits to 

take their ‘summit selfie’. 

After spending the last few years on Grahams and 

Donalds I have to admit that I found my return to 

the Munros rather unnerving. I wasn’t used to 
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walking on such busy hills and realised that I did 

actually enjoy the solitude and peace found on some 

of the lower hills. It was time to take stock and 

revaluate my goals; the Munro round can wait. 

Setting firm objectives, whilst highly satisfying once 

we achieve them, can be very restrictive. I have 

enjoyed visiting many Corbetts I first climbed over 

10 years ago. I have very little memory of some of 

them, so it has been like climbing a hill all over 

again. A real gem was Bidein a’ Chabair which lies at 

the very distant end of Glen Dessarry; it took over 

two hours just to reach the foot of the hill. Having 

made multiple ascents of the hills in Glen Dessarry 

over the years I worked out that I had driven the 

tortuous road along Loch Arkaig 20 times. The drive 

certainly hasn’t got any easier over those years. 

Restrictions on household mixing over the last year 

has meant that many trips have been postponed or 

cancelled, so it was a welcome relief that our trip to 

the remote Carnmore Lodge in Fisherfield went 

ahead as planned. We were treated to some decent 

weather, a couple of fantastic sunsets and 24 hours of 

non-stop rain. Whilst we relaxed in our luxurious 

lodge we watched in admiration as a steady stream 

of increasingly sodden and exhausted cyclists passed 

by on their 550-mile off-road race from Tyndrum. 

Hearing their tales of discomfort and hardship 

almost put us off our gin. 
 

 
Above the causeway in Fisherfield                                           Anne Butler 

 

Anyone who knows me, knows that bikes and I 

don’t get on. I usually prefer to walk everywhere but 

there are quite a few hills that are so far from a road 

that using a bike actually makes sense! So, after 

Christmas the dreadful realisation dawned on me 

that, if I was going to climb those remote hills again, 

I was going have to get back in the saddle. Fast 

forward six months and I am now the proud owner 

of a swanky new e-bike and Ralph is the not so 

proud owner of a brand-new dog trailer. So far, his 

induction is not going well; he runs away and hides 

under the dining table as soon as we bring his chariot 

into the house, and I fear that our trips to bag some 

of the more remote Grahams may have to wait until 

the autumn when he has come out of hiding. 

The AGM was held virtually this year. Attendance 

was much lower than usual, and I suspect that many 

people are simply Zoomed-out after spending so 

many hours staring at a computer screen over the 

last 17 months. I know I am! Holding the AGM this 

way allowed us to conclude the formal business of 

the Society so we can move forward over the next 12 

months, but sadly it didn’t permit any interaction 

between members. However, we must remain 

optimistic that by next year we will be allowed to 

meet up in person again. 

This year Bill Taylor and John MacKenzie left the 

Executive Committee and were replaced by Di and 

Keith Williams. I would like to pass on a massive 

personal thank you to Bill who has always been on 

hand to provide much needed moral and practical 

support, and I wish John every success in climbing 

his remaining Grahams. 

The Editorial Team have been working away behind 

the scenes to produce Journal No.6. We already have 

a wide range of articles from members and non-

members but would welcome more member 

submissions. Don’t be shy - we have extended the 

deadline for budding authors until the end of 

September. 

Looking ahead to next year, plans are already being 

formulated to mark our 20th Anniversary, the 

highlight of which will be the Big Birthday Bash in 

Torridon in September. We have booked the 53-

bedded Torridon Youth Hostel and would hope to 

have a big social event to mark the occasion. Filming 

is already well under way to turn the Munro Legacy 

story into a film; it is being made by filmmaker and 

multi-Munro bagger Kevin Woods. The film will be a 

mixture of archive and landscape photos, interviews 

about historical and current Munroists, drone 

footage and music.  

Next week Ralph and I are off to Rùm on our much-

postponed trip to climb the Rùm Cuillin again. This 

time we have booked a camping pod in a vain hope 

that the midges will be less troublesome with solid 

walls between us and them. Wish me luck! 
TMS 
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eana Braigh is one of these hills that I like to 

leave for a really perfect day, and alas, that did 

not happen when I was in the Ullapool area in 

June – maybe next time. It’s best seen from the 

northern approach, and Mike Weedon has captured 

it perfectly in our cover photo.  

Mike continues his series on the Skye Cuillin, while 

Alec Mamwell finds an Antipodean connection in 

Arizona. Iain Robertson takes to the air, but Roger 

Drye stays down to earth cycling in Glen Elchaig. 

Hamish Brown has a lockdown walk along the Fife 

Border as Irene Leckie discovers local walks in 

locked-down Falkirk. Roger Weber wonders about a 

new Marilyn and Alf Barnard confesses some 

forgetfulness (we’ve all been there – several times!). 

To round things off, Alan Rowan has his head in the 

clouds and Anne continues her A to Z of the hills 

with Part 2 (J to Q). 

The Lindertis Diary is there as ever, as well as 

(hopefully) some dates for your diary, and Norman 

Wares reviews Alan Dawson’s new book The 1033 

High Hills of Britain. 

Please send material for the December issue by 31 

October 2021 to simed44.ds@gmail.com (max. 1,500 

words). The earlier an item is received, the better the 

chance of it appearing in the next Newsletter. Photos 

should be sent as separate jpeg files (max. 2MB per 

photo), and NOT as embedded files. Also, why not 

drop a line to the Postbag section – we like to hear 

from you.           
 

 
Beinn Dearg (Braemore) 

                                            TMS 
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